
Minimum purchase of 10 units. Special runs February 1, 2023 to May 31, 2023. Account must be current. All bulls subject to availablility. Subject to change without notice. GUARANTEE photo is reversed. Updated January 6, 2023.

7AN735 GIBSON  // 19581696
GIBSON is a breed leader for $M, CLAW and REA. 

He also ranks in the top for ANGLE and $C.
$22.50

GIBSON

7AN684 Guard Rail  //  19829215
Complement of fault-free phenotype and ‘no-holes’ 
numbers, his genetics can improve nearly any trait.

$22.50

Guard Rail

7AN718 NORTHBOUND  //  20106934
Elite for his CE and BW while also offering balanced EPDs 
for docility, heifer preg, marbling, ribeye area and $M.

$18.75

northbound

7AN589 SILVERADO  // 19418336
SILVERADO starts with incredible foot score EPDs along with 
high rankings for growth, $Maternal ($M) and $Combined ($C).

$18.75

SILVERADO

7AN623 GUARANTEE // 19526770
Pedigree, performance and phenotype - this 
sire is the epitome of multi-trait excellence.

 $22.50

GUARANTEE

7AN604 TOP CUT  // 19476453
Breeders are discovering that his high $Maternal 

together with high $Combined is a great place to be. 
$22.50

TOP CUT

14AN497 NEW ADDITION // 18548853
Industry-leading Calving Ease (CE) and Birth Weight (BW)

combination with great Docility and Heifer Pregnancy. 
$18.75

NEW ADDITION

7AN698 IRON HORSE  //  19415015 
IRON HORSE is a high ranking $C sire that also brings 
exceptional growth and carcass with great foot EPDs. 

$22.50

iron horse

7AN683 SAFE & SOUND  // 19705988
Ranks in the elite top of the breed for $Maternal 
while still ranking in the top 5% for $Combined. 

$18.75

SAFE & SOUND
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7SM122 STANDOUT  //  3585120
A complete bull, great on his feet and legs, offers 

plenty of hip and muscle with exceptional eye-appeal.
$22.50

STANDOUT

7SM133 GOLD STRIKE  //  3909662 
Offers extra base width, depth of body and overall 

stoutness while maintaining flexibility and fluid movement. 
$26.25

GOLD STRIKE

7HP128 REDBIRD // 44254851
Sort for CED and WW, REDBIRD is one of the four sires 
at this level, add carcass merit and he stands alone!

$22.50

REDBIRD

9CH103 LEAD TIME  //  M910612
LEAD TIME is moderately framed, bold-ribbed and 

deep-sided - all contributing to his rising popularity.
$15.00

Lead time

7AR89 GRINDSTONE  //  4187454
GRINDSTONE combines phenotype, performance and 

carcass merit in one complete package. 
$22.50

GRINDSTONE

7SM134 HILGER ONE  //  3701575
Balanced EPDs with great spread from birth to yearling 
weight. Ranks in the top of the breed for API and TI.

$22.50

HILGER ONE

7HP125 GOld Rush //  44108010 
GOLD RUSH genetics will provide a boost for growth 
and carcass merit along with impressive phenotype.

$18.75

GOld Rush

7SM137 DOC // 3946541
DOC was selected for his royal pedigree, balanced 

EPDs and exceptional phenotype. 
$26.25

DOC

7AR94 BLUE CHIP  //  4303789
Ranks near the top of the breed for all three 

Calving Ease traits: CED, BW, and CEM.
$18.75

BLUE CHIP


